
Monday
02/28/2022

1/5 Period 7:50am - 9:31am
DAILY STARTER: Q3W9
Monday and Tuesday
Columns - Grammar Spiral
Review

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pgs. 357 - 362
1. Students will complete
worksheet to answer the pre-
reading questions.

1. What kinds of animals
might people own

2. What would you enjoy
about owing a wild animal?

3. How would you and the
animal benefit from you
owning them?

4. What would be difficult
about owning a wild animal?

5. What is the worst thing
that could happen?
- Students will keep this
paper and refer back to it
after reading to see if they
still have the same point of
view on the topic

Read through page 358 with
students and review what an
argument/claim is and to
introduce the different types
of arguments.

Read through the background
sections on page 359

Tuesday
03/01/2022

1/5 Period 7:50am - 9:31am
DAILY STARTER: Q3W9
Wednesday and Thursday
Columns - Grammar Spiral
Review
Review with students

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pgs. 357 - 362

Have students re-read the
text "Wild Animals Aren't
Pets" on pgs. 360-361 with
shoulder partner and
complete the questiosn on
pg. 362. They will be given
10-15 minutes to completet
this activity Review answers
to the questions on pg. 362
with students

Read through pages 363 -
364 as a class. Completet the
questions and annotions on
the side of the text. Once
reading and annoting has
been completed have
students discuss with their
desk group the Turn and Talk
question on the bottom of pg.
364 give them 3-5 mintues to
discuss then ask a few
people from each group to
share what their group
discussed and the opinions
they have on the topic.

Wednesday
03/02/2022

1st Period 7:50am - 8:30am
ELA: Read the article
"Saving America's Wolves" in
the Scope magazine.
Students will use the
information in the article to
complete the Summary
Writing activity sheet AND the
Central Ideas and Detials
Review Worksheet.
Standards

ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.3.2 Paraphrase
content from grade-level
texts.
ELA.6.R.2.1 Explain how
individual text sections and/or
features convey meaning in
texts.

3rd Period 9:16am - 9:56am
ELA: Read the article
"Saving America's Wolves" in
the Scope magazine.
Students will use the
information in the article to
complete the Summary
Writing activity sheet AND the
Central Ideas and Detials
Review Worksheet.
Standards

Thursday
03/03/2022

1/5 Period 7:50am - 9:31am
DAILY STARTER: Cursive
Work: Hand out workbook
titled 'FLOWER FACTS"-
Students need to copy the
cursive phrase at the top of
the paper 2-3x. Complete pg.
1 "Flowers like most plants,
need sunlight, water, and
minerals in the soil to
survive."

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pg. 370

Review with students what a
claim/argument is - use pg.
358

Have students work with a
partner to complete the chart
and questions on page 370.
This chart reviews the topics
and ideas discussed earlier in
the week from the articels
"Wild Animlas Aren't Pets"
and "Let People Own Exotic
Animals". They should be
answering in complete
sentences. Students may
also use alternate sheet
provided by teacher if more
room is needed than what is
provided for in the textbook.

Give students about 25 - 30
minutes to completet the
chart. IF they finish before

Friday
03/04/2022

1/5 Period 7:50am - 9:31am
DAILY STARTER: Cursive
Work: Hand out workbook
titled 'FLOWER FACTS"-
Students need to copy the
cursive phrase at the top of
the paper 2-3x. Complete pg.
2
ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Students will take formative
assessment on Let People
Own Exotic Animals/Wild
Animals Aren't Pets text set.

CENTERS:
1. Boom Decks
2. Newsela
3. Task Cards
4. Makeup Work
5. Creative Writing
Standards

ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
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Read through the text on pgs.
360 - 361 completing the
questions and notes on the
sides of the text. When
finishes reading and annoting
the questions and text have
students discuss the turn and
talk question at the bottom of
pg. 361. Call on a few
students from different
groups to share what their
group discussed and what
opinions they had on the
topic of owning exotic pets.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.

3/7 Period 11:43am - 1:22pm
DAILY STARTER: Q3W9
Monday and Tuesday
Columns - Grammar Spiral
Review

Have students work with
shoulder partner to answer
questions on page
365.Should take about 5
minutes. Review answers
with students.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.

3/7 Period 11:43am - 1:22pm
DAILY STARTER: Q3W9
Wednesday and Thursday
Columns - Grammar Spiral
Review
Review with students

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pgs. 357 - 362

Have students re-read the
text "Wild Animals Aren't
Pets" on pgs. 360-361 with
shoulder partner and

ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.3.2 Paraphrase
content from grade-level
texts.
ELA.6.R.2.1 Explain how
individual text sections and/or
features convey meaning in
texts.

4th Period 9:59am - 10:39am
ELA: Read the article
"Saving America's Wolves" in
the Scope magazine.
Students will use the
information in the article to
complete the Summary
Writing activity sheet AND the
Central Ideas and Detials
Review Worksheet.
Standards

ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.3.2 Paraphrase
content from grade-level
texts.
ELA.6.R.2.1 Explain how
individual text sections and/or
features convey meaning in
texts.

that time or before other
groups then have them
answer in writting the Analyze
the Texts questions at the
bottom of pg. 370.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.

3/7 Period 11:43am - 1:22pm
DAILY STARTER: Cursive
Work: Hand out workbook
titled 'FLOWER FACTS"-
Students need to copy the
cursive phrase at the top of
the paper 2-3x. Complete pg.
1 "Flowers like most plants,
need sunlight, water, and
minerals in the soil to
survive."

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pg. 370

identifying the types of
reasoning used.

3/7 Period 11:43am - 1:22pm
DAILY STARTER: Cursive
Work: Hand out workbook
titled 'FLOWER FACTS"-
Students need to copy the
cursive phrase at the top of
the paper 2-3x. Complete pg.
2
ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Students will take formative
assessment on Let People
Own Exotic Animals/Wild
Animals Aren't Pets text set.

CENTERS:
1. Boom Decks
2. Newsela
3. Task Cards
4. Makeup Work
5. Creative Writing
Standards

ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
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ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pgs. 357 - 362
1. Students will complete
worksheet to answer the pre-
reading questions.

1. What kinds of animals
might people own

2. What would you enjoy
about owing a wild animal?

3. How would you and the
animal benefit from you
owning them?

4. What would be difficult
about owning a wild animal?

5. What is the worst thing
that could happen?
- Students will keep this
paper and refer back to it
after reading to see if they
still have the same point of
view on the topic

Read through page 358 with
students and review what an
argument/claim is and to
introduce the different types
of arguments.

Read through the background
sections on page 359

Read through the text on pgs.
360 - 361 completing the
questions and notes on the
sides of the text. When
finishes reading and annoting
the questions and text have
students discuss the turn and
talk question at the bottom of
pg. 361. Call on a few
students from different

complete the questiosn on
pg. 362. They will be given
10-15 minutes to completet
this activity Review answers
to the questions on pg. 362
with students

Read through pages 363 -
364 as a class. Completet the
questions and annotions on
the side of the text. Once
reading and annoting has
been completed have
students discuss with their
desk group the Turn and Talk
question on the bottom of pg.
364 give them 3-5 mintues to
discuss then ask a few
people from each group to
share what their group
discussed and the opinions
they have on the topic.

Have students work with
shoulder partner to answer
questions on page
365.Should take about 5
minutes. Review answers
with students.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text

5th Period 10:42am -
11:22am

SEE 1ST PERIOD PLANS

7th Period 12:38pm - 1:18pm
SEE 5TH PERIOD PLANS

8th Period 1:20pm - 2:00pm
SEE 4TH PERIOD PLANS

Review with students what a
claim/argument is - use pg.
358

Have students work with a
partner to complete the chart
and questions on page 370.
This chart reviews the topics
and ideas discussed earlier in
the week from the articels
"Wild Animlas Aren't Pets"
and "Let People Own Exotic
Animals". They should be
answering in complete
sentences. Students may
also use alternate sheet
provided by teacher if more
room is needed than what is
provided for in the textbook.

Give students about 25 - 30
minutes to completet the
chart. IF they finish before
that time or before other
groups then have them
answer in writting the Analyze
the Texts questions at the
bottom of pg. 370.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text

identifying the types of
reasoning used.

4/8 Period 1:26pm - 3:00pm
DAILY STARTER: Cursive
Work: Hand out workbook
titled 'FLOWER FACTS"-
Students need to copy the
cursive phrase at the top of
the paper 2-3x. Complete pg.
2
ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Students will take formative
assessment on Let People
Own Exotic Animals/Wild
Animals Aren't Pets text set.

CENTERS:
1. Boom Decks
2. Newsela
3. Task Cards
4. Makeup Work
5. Creative Writing
Standards

ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
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groups to share what their
group discussed and what
opinions they had on the
topic of owning exotic pets.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.

4/8 Period 1:26pm - 3:00pm
DAILY STARTER: Q3W9
Monday and Tuesday
Columns - Grammar Spiral
Review

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pgs. 357 - 362
1. Students will complete
worksheet to answer the pre-
reading questions.

1. What kinds of animals
might people own

2. What would you enjoy
about owing a wild animal?

ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.

4/8 Period 1:26pm - 3:00pm
DAILY STARTER: Q3W9
Wednesday and Thursday
Columns - Grammar Spiral
Review
Review with students

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pgs. 357 - 362

Have students re-read the
text "Wild Animals Aren't
Pets" on pgs. 360-361 with
shoulder partner and
complete the questiosn on
pg. 362. They will be given
10-15 minutes to completet
this activity Review answers
to the questions on pg. 362
with students

Read through pages 363 -
364 as a class. Completet the
questions and annotions on
the side of the text. Once
reading and annoting has
been completed have
students discuss with their
desk group the Turn and Talk
question on the bottom of pg.
364 give them 3-5 mintues to

ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.

4/8 Period 1:26pm - 3:00pm
DAILY STARTER: Cursive
Work: Hand out workbook
titled 'FLOWER FACTS"-
Students need to copy the
cursive phrase at the top of
the paper 2-3x. Complete pg.
1 "Flowers like most plants,
need sunlight, water, and
minerals in the soil to
survive."

ELA: Evaluate Arguments
Textbook pg. 370

Review with students what a
claim/argument is - use pg.
358

Have students work with a
partner to complete the chart
and questions on page 370.
This chart reviews the topics
and ideas discussed earlier in
the week from the articels
"Wild Animlas Aren't Pets"
and "Let People Own Exotic
Animals". They should be
answering in complete
sentences. Students may
also use alternate sheet

identifying the types of
reasoning used.
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3. How would you and the
animal benefit from you
owning them?

4. What would be difficult
about owning a wild animal?

5. What is the worst thing
that could happen?
- Students will keep this
paper and refer back to it
after reading to see if they
still have the same point of
view on the topic

Read through page 358 with
students and review what an
argument/claim is and to
introduce the different types
of arguments.

Read through the background
sections on page 359

Read through the text on pgs.
360 - 361 completing the
questions and notes on the
sides of the text. When
finishes reading and annoting
the questions and text have
students discuss the turn and
talk question at the bottom of
pg. 361. Call on a few
students from different
groups to share what their
group discussed and what
opinions they had on the
topic of owning exotic pets.

Standards

discuss then ask a few
people from each group to
share what their group
discussed and the opinions
they have on the topic.

Have students work with
shoulder partner to answer
questions on page
365.Should take about 5
minutes. Review answers
with students.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.

provided by teacher if more
room is needed than what is
provided for in the textbook.

Give students about 25 - 30
minutes to completet the
chart. IF they finish before
that time or before other
groups then have them
answer in writting the Analyze
the Texts questions at the
bottom of pg. 370.

Standards
ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.
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ELA.K12.EE.2.1 Read and
comprehend grade-level
complex texts proficiently.
ELA.612.F.2 Applying
Foundational Reading Skills
for Secondary
ELA.6.R.2 Reading
Informational Text
ELA.6.R.2.2 Analyze the
central idea(s), implied or
explicit, and its development
throughout a text.
ELA.6.R.2.4 Track the
development of an argument,
identifying the types of
reasoning used.
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